We introduce ProSpect, a generative galaxy spectral energy distribution code that can also be used for parameter inference. ProSpect comes with two popular families of stellar population libraries (BC03 and EMILES), and a large variety of methods to construct star formation and metallicity histories. It models dust through the use of a Charlot & Fall (2000) attenuation model with re-emission using Dale, et al. (2014) far-infrared templates. It also has the ability to model AGN through the inclusion of a simple AGN and hot torus model. Finally, it makes use of MAPPINGS-III photoionisation tables to produce line emission features. We test the generative and inversion utility of ProSpect through application to the Shark semi-analytic code, and informed by these results produce fits to the final photometric catalogues produces by the Galaxy and Mass Assembly Survey (GAMA). As part of the testing of ProSpect, we also produce a range of simple photometric stellar mass approximations covering a range of filters for both observed frame and rest frame photometry.
INTRODUCTION
A huge amount of effort has been invested in creating theoretical spectral energy distributions (SED) for stars and galaxies over the last 50 years (Tinsley 1968; Bruzual & Charlot 2003; Vazdekis, et al. 2016) . To fully capture the complexities of creating a galaxy SED would mean solving a number of ongoing problems in astronomy, e.g. the evolution or otherwise of the initial mass function (IMF; see Kroupa 2001) ; the full and accurate mapping of stellar isochrones over a fine resolution and high dynamic range of metallicities (Bertelli, et al. 1994; Girardi, et al. 2000) ; the proper treatment of stellar binary evolution (Eldridge & Stanway 2009) ; the accurate production of stellar atmospheres over a suitably dense grid of temperatures and metallicities (Kurucz 1992; Pickles 1998; Le Borgne, et al. 2003; Ivanov, et al. 2019) ; the treatment of dust for a broad range of geometries and galaxies (Charlot & Fall 2000) ; and the correct parameterisation for galaxy star formation history (Conroy 2013; Mitchell, et al. 2013 ). E-mail: aaron.robotham@uwa.edu.au Regardless of these numerous limitations, in practice we have witnessed a huge breadth of utility in creating and using galaxy SEDs. In particular it has become routine to use physically motivated SED models to infer properties of galaxies, e.g.: stellar mass, recent star formation rate and dust masses and luminosities (da Cunha, Charlot & Elbaz 2008; Noll, et al. 2009 ). Given the almost limitless complexity that could be applied to the problem of SED fitting, there is a huge scope for a range of different approaches that cover the simplistic and computationally cheap (Taylor, et al. 2011) , through to the highly sophisticated and computationally expensive (Fioc & Rocca-Volmerange 2019) .
has been placed on extracting reasonable star formation and metallicity histories.
To be consistent with the default SAMs used in this work, ProSpect by default assumes a Planck 2015 cosmology (Planck Collaboration, et al. 2016) . Most relevantly in this paper we assume an H 0 = 67.8 (kms/s)/Mpc, Ω M = 0.308 and Ω Λ = 0.692 Universe. This is only relevant in any aspect of SED generation or fitting as a function of redshift. Intrinsic properties are unaffected by the choice of cosmology, so the majority of the results presented in this paper are insensitive to it.
METHODS
ProSpect aims to generate good quality SEDs that can be reliably used to estimate the broad band photometric properties of galaxies that have known star formation and gas metallicity histories. It is written in the free and open source Rlanguage under a LGPL-3 license and is available to install and use immediately from GitHub 1 and via an interactive web tool 2 .
In basic terms it uses a similar strategy to published codes (e.g. da Cunha, Charlot & Elbaz 2008; Noll, et al. 2009 ) to create light from an episode of star formation, attenuate it and re-emit it at longer wavelengths. Once this intrinsic spectrum has been made, we place it at a target redshift and pass it through a set of desired filters. When doing this we assume our fiducial galaxy has the most recent period of star formation (< 10 Myrs) embedded in birth clouds, and outside of this we have a screen like inter-stellar medium. We also allow for the presence of an accretion disk AGN that may have its light first attenuated by a dusty torus, and then further attenuated by a screen like interstellar medium dust (ISM).
A simplified schematic of how we produce and attenuate these different components is shown in Figure 1 . AGN and young stars can be attenuated by their own dust torus or birth cloud respectively, and this light can be further attenuated by ISM dust. Older stars in comparison are only attenuated by ISM dust. In all cases it is possible to adjust the optical depth of the different dust components, allowing a large amount of flexibility in SED generation even for the same intrinsic start formation history, e.g. the difference between the highly attenuated edge-on view of a galaxy and the barely attenuated face-on view shown in the bottom SED panels of Figure 1 .
In this initial incarnation of ProSpect we have mostly focussed on generating good quality broad band photometry over the range available to the GAMA survey (FUV-FIR; Liske et al. 2015) , where this has been the SED focus of the recently developed semi-analytic galaxy formation code Shark . Shark produces star formation and metallicity histories (SFH and Zh respectively from here) for bulge and disk components separately, with the bulge further sub-divided into merger driven and disk instability formation. Combining this detailed componentwise modelling with physically motivated SED generation (i.e. ProSpect) offers a powerful predictive tool.
Extensions beyond the FUV-FIR range are planned for the future (e.g. adding X-ray and radio continuum modelling), but this paper will focus exclusively on the aforementioned FUV-FIR range. Since the design goal of ProSpect is to generate reasonably accurate broad band SEDs given a target star formation and gas metallicity history, a number of pragmatic design choices were made early on in its development. The most significant of these, in terms of having a likely impact on the possible output SEDs, are:
• a choice of Bruzual & Charlot (2003) (BC03 from here) or Vazdekis, et al. (2016) (EMILES from here) simple stellar populations libraries, but in both cases a fixed Chabrier initial mass function (Chabrier 2003 ) (C03 from here);
• the option to add an AGN component to the stellar population of arbitrary luminosity;
• a free form variant of the Charlot & Fall (2000) dust attenuation prescription (CF00 from here) for light that operates separately on birth clouds, the inter-stellar medium and the AGN dust torus (optionally);
• forced energy balance when re-emitting attenuated stellar light;
• re-emission of attenuated light using the Dale, et al. (2014) library of far-infrared templates (D14 from here) that operates separately on birth clouds, the inter-stellar medium and the AGN dust torus (optionally);
• the option to define or derive both the metallicity and star formation history, withe reasonable functional forms included by default.
To achieve rapid SED generation we have embedded the above SSPs (BC03 and EMILES) and dust libraries (D14) into the ProSpect package and formatted them into a consistent and efficient structure, which means in its most efficient mode they are already in wired memory for each generation of SED creation. This pre-loaded library of SSPs is then multiplied through by the appropriate age weights required to simulate a target SFH, with further weighting calculated to interpolate correctly between the available discrete metallicity isochrones. Depending on how smooth or discrete the SFH of a target galaxy is, differing degrees of internal refinement of the weighting is possible. In the regime where the history is somewhat smooth and no expensive SFH refinement is required, the series of operations made in ProSpect boils down to a series of large, but computational highly efficient and parallelisable, matrix operations.
To further increase processing speed, the low resolution that is used to compute the broadband photometry can optionally be sparse sampled, with a recommended sparsity factor of 5 before the photometric magnitudes start to become appreciably changed by more than a few hundredths of a mag. On top of this, the per band filter responses can be pre-compiled into interpolation functions that are then used to process the spectra. Doing this saves about 30% of the computation time required when running ProSpect in its faster mode (where all necessary data are explicitly passed in rather than being dynamically loaded).
To aid usability, it is possible to use ProSpect in a more interactive mode, where the various required libraries are dynamically loaded as necessary rather than the user supplying them explicitly. This reduces the code required to generate a quick SED to almost nothing, assuming the user is happy with the default options for the SFH (constant over The general effect is that the edge on view is significantly more attenuated (a lot less blue flux is observed in the output), and there is significantly more flux on the far-infrared that is re-emitted by dust. In this example the face-on SED is dominated by AGN light at blue and cold far-infrared wavelengths, but in the edge-on view the AGN instead dominates at hotter dust temperatures, having been strongly attenuated by its own dusty torus.
cosmic time), and dust attenuation and re-emission (reasonable typical values). The difference between running in the most computationally efficient mode (with more code required to pass data into functions) versus the simplest (in terms of code simplicity) is vast, with run times varying by nearly a factor of 100 between only processing the Sloan filters in the most efficient manner and processing all of the default filters (39 in total) with dynamically loaded data (roughly 5 ms versus 0.5s on a modern MacBook Pro).
ProSpect comes pre-loaded with a useful and easily accessible set of 39 filter response curves that cover the Galex FUV through to mm wavelengths. On top of this, 347 EAZY filters (Brammer, van Dokkum & Coppi 2008) are included in a loadable Rlist structure that requires the user to identify the bands desired. It is also possible to process user definable filter responses that are not included in the base package, making the photometric outputs highly generic and somewhat future proof (at least in regards to adding filters for new telescopes).
Star Formation Histories
ProSpect is almost entirely flexible in how it can process star formation histories. These can be either discrete outputs (of e.g. a semi analytic galaxy formation model, or of individual particles in a hydrodynamic simulation as discussed in Harbourne et al., in prep) or functional forms with arbitrary complexity. The assumption is that when used in a purely generative mode to produce SEDs for simulation outputs the SFH will tend to be in the former state of discrete values of star formation at various age intervals, but when being used as part of an inversion process to infer the SFH of a particular galaxy in a Bayesian framework it will be the latter functional form.
To the aid the development and exploration of different SFHs, ProSpect comes with a useful variety built in and ready to use. The user is encouraged to adapt these to suit their own purposes, but in practice they cover a diverse range of SFH classes. In brief we include the following mass functions with the stated default argument values (note all mentions of star formation rates are in units of M / yr, and variable ages are in Gyrs, but the first argument age is in years to be consistent with the stellar libraries):
• massfunc_const(age, mSFR = 1, magemax = 13.8) has control parameters of constant star formation rate (mSFR) and the maximum age of star formation (magemax), returning the star formation rate at the specified ages (age). See Figure 2 to see the distribution of random . massfunc_p2 SFHs from 10,000 samples of the m1 / m2 [0,1], and m1age / m2age [0,13.8] parameters, with 12 reference SFH in bold colour. Note that given the flexibility to adjust all age nodes, a more diverse range of SFHs is in practice possible.
parameter samples, reflecting the natural coverage of the possible SFHs.
• massfunc_p2(age, m1 = 1, m2 = m1, m1age = 0, m2age = magemax, magemax = 13.8) a linear interpolation model that has control parameters for star formation rate at two nodes (m1 / m2), with ages (m1age / m2age), and the maximum age of star formation (magemax), returning the star formation rate at the specified ages (age). See Figure  3 to see the distribution of random parameter samples, reflecting the natural coverage of the possible SFHs.
• massfunc_p3(age, m1 = 1, m2 = m1, m3 = m2, m1age = 1e-4, m2age = 7, m3age = 13, magemax = 13.8) a monotone Hermite spline interpolation model that has control parameters for star formation rate at three nodes (m1 / m2 / m3), with ages (m1age / m2age / m3age), and the maximum age of star formation (magemax), returning the star formation rate at the specified ages (age). See Figure 4 to see the distribution of random parameter . massfunc_p3 SFHs from 10,000 samples of the m1 / m2 / m3 [0,1] and m2age [10 −4 ,13] parameters, with 12 reference SFH in bold colour. Note that given the flexibility to adjust all age nodes, a more diverse range of SFHs is in practice possible.
Figure 5. massfunc_p4 SFHs from 10,000 samples of the m1 / m2 / m3 / m4 [0,1] parameters, with 12 reference SFH in bold colour. Note that given the flexibility to adjust all age nodes, a more diverse range of SFHs is in practice possible. samples, reflecting the natural coverage of the possible SFHs.
• massfunc_p3_burst(age, mburst = 0, m1 = 1, m2 = m1, m3 = m2, m1age = 1e-4, m2age = 7, m3age = 13, mburstage = 0.1, magemax = 13.8) as above, with the option of adding a burst of higher star formation rate (mburst), for a certain duration (mburstage).
• massfunc_p4(age, m1 = 1, m2 = m1, m3 = m2, m4 = m3, m1age = 1e-4, m2age = 2, m3age = 9, m4age = 13, magemax = 13.8) a monotone Hermite spline interpolation model that has control parameters for star formation rate at four nodes (m1 / m2 / m3 / m4), with ages (m1age / m2age / m3age / m4age), and the maximum age of star formation (magemax), returning the star formation rate at the specified ages (age). See Figure 5 to see the distribution of random parameter samples, reflecting the natural coverage of the possible SFHs. Figure 6 . massfunc_p6 SFHs from 10,000 samples of the m1 / m2 / m3 / m4 / m5 / m6 [0,1] parameters, with 12 reference SFH in bold colour. Note that given the flexibility to adjust all age nodes, a more diverse range of SFHs is in practice possible.
• massfunc_p6(age, m1 = 1, m2 = m1, m3 = m2, m4 = m3, m5 = m4, m6 = m5, m1age = 1e-4, m2age = 0.1, m3age = 1, m4age = 5, m5age = 9, m6age = 13, magemax = 13.8) a monotone Hermite spline interpolation model that has control parameters for star formation rate at four nodes (m1 / m2 / m3 / m4 / m5 / m6), with ages (m1age / m2age / m3age / m4age / m5age / m6age), and the maximum age of star formation (magemax), returning the star formation rate at the specified ages (age). See Figure 6 to see the distribution of random parameter samples, reflecting the natural coverage of the possible SFHs.
• massfunc_b5(age, m1 = 1, m2 = m1, m3 = m2, m4 = m3, m5 = m4, m1age = 0, m2age = 0.1, m3age = 1, m4age = 5, m5age = 9, m6age = 13, magemax = 13.8) a top-hat model that has control parameters for star formation rate at five bins (m1 / m2 / m3 / m4 / m5), with bin age limits (m1age / m2age / m3age / m4age / m5age / m6age), and the maximum age of star formation (magemax), returning the star formation rate at the specified ages (age). See Figure 7 to see the distribution of random parameter samples, reflecting the natural coverage of the possible SFHs.
• massfunc_exp(age, mSFR = 10, mtau = 1, mpivot = magemax, magemax = 13.8) an exponentially declining star formation model that has control parameters for the star formation rate (mSFR) at the pivot age, the exponential control parameter τ (mtau), the pivot age (mpivot) and the maximum age of star formation (magemax), returning the star formation rate at the specified ages (age). See Figure 8 to see the distribution of random parameter samples, reflecting the natural coverage of the possible SFHs.
• massfunc_exp_burst(age, mburst = 0, mSFR = 10, mtau = 1, mpivot = magemax, mburstage = 0.1, magemax = 13.8) as above, with the option of adding a burst of higher star formation rate (mburst) for a certain duration (mburstage). Simple exponentially declining, and exponentially declining with a burst are two of the most popular fiducial models of the SFH used in the modern literature (da Cunha, Charlot & Elbaz 2008; Noll, et al. 2009; Taylor, et al. 2011; Mitchell, et al. 2013 ).
• massfunc_snorm(age, mSFR = 10, mpeak = 10, mperiod = 1, mskew = 0.5, magemax = 13.8) a skewed Normal star formation model that has control parameters for the peak star formation rate (mSFR), the age of the peak star formation (mpeak) the standard deviation of the star formation period (mperiod), the skew of the Normal (mskew, where 0 is perfectly Normal, +ve is skewed to younger ages and -ve is skewed to older ages), and the maximum age of star formation (magemax), returning the star formation rate at the specified ages (age). See Figure  9 to see the distribution of random parameter samples, reflecting the natural coverage of the possible SFHs.
• massfunc_snorm_burst(age, mburst = 0, mSFR = 10, mpeak = 10, mperiod = 1, mskew = 0.5, mburstage = 0.1, magemax = 13.8) as above, with the option of adding a burst of higher star formation rate (mburst) for a certain duration (mburstage).
• massfunc_snorm_trunc(age, mSFR = 10, mpeak = 10, mperiod = 1, mskew = 0.5, mtrunc = 2, magemax = 13.8) a skewed Normal star formation model that has control parameters for the peak star formation rate (mSFR), the age of the peak star formation (mpeak) the standard deviation of the star formation period (mperiod), the skew of the Normal (mskew, where 0 is perfectly Normal, +ve is skewed to younger ages and -ve is skewed to older ages), the maximum age of star formation (magemax), and how sharp the early time truncation is (mtrunc, where value around 2-3 are fairly strong truncations, and 0 is no truncation), returning the star formation rate at the specified ages (age). See Figure 10 to see the distribution of random parameter samples, reflecting the natural coverage of the possible SFHs. This is very similar to Figure 10 , but with clearly sharper growth in star formation rate near the age limit due to the additional mtrunc parameter. SFHs which do not have significant early time star formation rates are largely unaffected by this new parameter. As such, when SED modelling a real galaxy such a functional form might be preferable since it forces the SFH to grow from a 0 rate rather than starting at the mode, which is unphysical in any reasonable galaxy formation scenario.
• massfunc_snorm_burst_trunc(age, mburst = 0, mSFR = 10, mpeak = 10, mperiod = 1, mskew = 0.5, mburstage = 0.1, mtrunc = 2, magemax = 13.8) as above, with the option of adding a burst of higher star formation rate (mburst) for a certain duration (mburstage).
In principle all of the above parameters can be used as free parameters when fitting a star formation history. In practice since solutions can be become degenerate it is a good idea to fix some of the parameters (or similarly make use of highly constraining priors), and potentially make use of conditional parameters (which are offered in ProSpect).
Metallicity Histories
ProSpect allows the user to define (and potentially fit) the metallicity history (ZH) of a galaxy in much the same manner that we define and fit the star formation history, with the output value being the fraction of mass in metals (Z) rather than the star formation rate. The main user visible difference is that, in order to avoid variable clashes, the leading letter of the variable becomes a 'Z' rather than an 'm', e.g. we would use 'Z1' as variable name rather than 'm1'.
Internally, ProSpect implements a functional form of the metallicity evolution by interpolating in log space between discrete library ages and metallicities. This means typically four model spectra have to be mixed via bi-linear weighting to achieve a desired stellar population age and metallicity. Whilst this adds some computational and memory overhead, this route offers substantial advantages (seen later) over simpler schemes of fixing the metallicity to a fiducial value, allowing it to be free but constant at a few discrete values, or allowing it to be free but constant and interpolating between library values (e.g. da Cunha, Charlot & Elbaz 2008; Taylor, et al. 2011; Mitchell, et al. 2013 , are all variants of these simpler schemes)
In brief, we include the following metallicity functions with the stated default argument values (note variable ages are in Gyrs, but the first argument 'age' is in years to be consistent with the stellar libraries in ProSpect):
• Zfunc_p2(age, Z1 = 0.02, Z2 = Z1, Z1age = 0, Z2age = Zagemax, Zagemax = 13.8) a linear interpolation model that has control parameters for star formation rate at two nodes (Z1 / Z2), with ages (Z1age / Z2age), and the maximum age of metal evolution (Zagemax), returning the metallicity at the specified ages (age). See Figure 11 to see the distribution of random parameter samples, reflecting the natural coverage of the possible metallicities. With the previous massfunc_p2 the SFH was 0 outside of the specified age range, but to be more physically sensible for Zfunc_p2 it is the value of Z2 at older times than Z2age and Z1 at younger times than Z1age.
• Zfunc_massmap_lin(age, Zstart=1e-4, Zfi-nal=0.02, Zagemax=13.8, massfunc, massfunc arguments) a linear SFH to metallicity mapping model as per Driver et al. (2013) that has control parameters for the starting and finishing metallicity (Zstart / Zfinal), and the maximum age of metal evolution (Zagemax), returning the metallicity at the specified ages (age). The basic idea in this model is that metal enrichment follows 1:1 with mass build up, so when e.g. half of a galaxies mass has been assembled half of its chemical enrichment will have also occurred. This model is precisely what would be expected when star formation proceeds in a closed box, with a constant ejecta metallicity (so dropping the derived yield). Whilst perfectly closed box star formation is not supported by detailed chemical abundance observations of galaxies (e.g. the g-dwarf problem Rocha-Pinto & Maciel 1996), analysis using Shark suggests this indeed a reasonable approximation to make in practice (see Section 3.2).
This linear mass mapping metallicity model naturally introduces low initial metallicity for the earliest phases of star formation, and broadly is a consequence of quasi closed box star formation. In fact, unless there is extreme gas inflow of low metallicity gas it is hard in practice to drastically break this type of metal evolution for realistic galaxy formation. Simulations show that a significant fraction of gas is expected to be recycled, and such pristine infall is likely to be rare (Übler, et al. 2014) .
This functional form of ZH is therefore a recommended type to use when attempting to fit a real SED, with the Zfinal parameter (the current gas phase metallicity of the galaxy) kept free when fitting. See Figure 12 to see the distribution of random parameter samples, reflecting the natural coverage of the possible metallicities for the massfunc_snorm SFH model.
• Zfunc_massmap_box(age, Zstart=1e-4, Zfi-nal=0.02, yield=0.03, Zagemax=13.8, massfunc, massfunc arguments) a closed box fixed yield metallicity mapping that has control parameters for the starting and finishing metallicity (Zstart / Zfinal) the fixed yield (yield), and the maximum age of metal evolution (Zagemax), returning the metallicity at the specified ages (age). The fixed yield approximation is popular in the literature and is used in various semi analytic models (e.g. Lacey Figure 9 , and the colours can be compared directly for an impression for how rapid or slow star formation affects the enrichment timescale. et al. 2016 ; , and can be specified such that Z final = Z start − ρ ln(µ), where ρ is the fixed yield and µ is the gas fraction. This is another variant of a closed box enrichment model (as above) with the key difference being we now assume a fixed (rather than evolving, in practice declining) yield. Internally for a given Z final and fixed yield (µ) the current gas fraction is derived using µ final = exp(−(Z final − Z start )/ρ). With this computed, the build up of metallicity is then linearly mapped between a gas fraction of 1 (0 stars formed) and this derived value (the current total stellar mass formed). Figure 13 shows the distribution of random parameter samples, reflecting the natural coverage of the possible metallicities for the massfunc_snorm SFH model. It should be clear that the differences between this metallicity and Zfunc_massmap_lin are relatively small in practice.
The strict definition of the yield is the ratio of the mass of metals added to the inter stellar medium (ISM) divided by the mass locked up in stars. The fraction of mass locked in stars is usually denoted as α, where for a C03 IMF ∼ 20% of mass is in stars larger than 10 M which will enrich the ISM on a rapid timescale. Since the fraction of mass retuned as metals for a typical type-II supernova is Z ∼ 0.1 the typical yield is usually close to ρ ∼ 0.1(1 − α)/α ∼ 0.03. The approximation of a fixed yield ρ breaks down when gas phase metallicities start to become an appreciable fraction of the metallicity of a supernova event since the yield depends on the mass of metals added to the ISM, and supernova metallicity is only a weak function of the stellar metallicity. This is the difference in assumption in Figure 14 between Zfunc_massmap_lin (dashed, evolving yield) and Zfunc_massmap_box (solid, constant yield), where at the extreme low gas fraction end we might compute Z gas values that differ by ∼ 30%.
As with the available SFHs, all of the metallicity evolution parameters can be used in fitting, but in practice many .04] parameters, with 12 reference metallicity histories in bold colour. The model SFHs (and associated random sampling of those parameters) used here is the same as in Figure 9 , and the colours can be compared directly for an impression for how rapid or slow star formation affects the enrichment timescale. Figure 14 . Comparison of gas fraction (µ and the computed Z g a s for a range of reasonable yields. For highly enriched low gas fraction systems there is a difference between the predicted Z g a s , i.e. this is the difference in assumption between Zfunc_massmap_lin and Zfunc_massmap_box. of these should be fixed to avoid degeneracy problems. For instance, if we are using the fixed yield metallicity history specification (Zfunc_massmap_box) then it is practically impossible to leave both Zfinal and the yield as free parameters given their clear degeneracy in effect (one functionally predicts the other exactly).
Active Galactic Nuclei
ProSpect includes a single broad spectral range AGN taken from Andrews, et al. (2018) that has been constructed to appear unattenuated by dust. Within ProSpect this base AGN template can be attenuated both by the AGN torus itself and the ISM screen dust, and this light is re-emitted In all cases the example AGN has a total luminosity of 10 4 4L and produces hot dust remission with a D14 radiation field parameter of α AG N = 0 (the hottest available, and default option), and there is no further screen attenuation and re-emission (τ I S M = 0). Both the total AGN luminosity and the dust re-emission radiation field can be adjusted or fit as appropriate.
using D14 templates at both stages. The AGN torus dust is hot by default, although the effective temperature can be defined by the user. Figure 15 shows a plausible range of AGN templates with different degrees of torus dust attenuation and hot reemission in the FIR. Due to the energy balance between the templates the pivot wavelength (where the effect of dust attenuation and re-emission cancels itself out) is in the MIR.
Currently the AGN in ProSpect only covers the UV to FIR range. Planned future work is to include physically motivated models and/or templates to couple the AGN in this regime to emission in the X-ray and radio continuum. The current limitations are a lack of full spectrum SEDs for AGN (although see Brown, et al. 2019 , for recent efforts in this regard), and self consistent theoretical models that fully capture jet formation, torus effects and radio emission (although see Turner, et al. 2018 ).
Nebular Emission Features
ProSpect incorporates a simple energy balance scheme to produce star formation nebular emission features for a range of gas phase metallicities. The key default assumption is that flux short of the Lyman limit is absorbed by an efficiency determined by the UV photon escape fraction (which is 0 by default). The integrated intrinsic stellar flux is then re-emitted using line energies determined by Mapping-III as per the tables provided by Levesque, Kewley & Larson (2010, LKL10 from here) . The full range of optical nebular emission lines available in ProSpect can be found in Appendix A Table A1 .
Since here we only focus on star formation emission lines (AGN features are planned for future work), we use the suggested electron density of 100 per cm 3 (in future we may expand the range of available electron densities). Whilst it is possible to state the radiation field power law via the free Figure 16 . Relative domination of the flux contribution between young stars (less than 10 Myr old) and old stars (older than 10 Myr) for either the 'burst' or 'constant' SFH shown in Figure  20 . The two vertical dashed lines highlight the wavelengths of Lyman-α (1215.67Å) and the Lyman limit (911.8Å) Even a relatively benign amount of ongoing star formation (constant) will have flux short of the Lyman limit dominated by young stars. For computing ionising flux this is key since efficient Hydrogen ionisation is largely caused by continuum flux short of the Lyman limit, with this ionising flux re-emitted in emission lines, predominantly Hydrogen lines. parameter q, we by default make use of the metallicity to q mapping provided by Orsi, et al. (2014) , i.e.:
where we used the suggested defaults of q 0 = 2.8 × 10 7 , γ 0 = −1.3 and Z 0 = 0.012.
The key option for users of ProSpect is to decide what UV range should be assumed to be ionising the gas. Figure  16 shows the flux dominance between young stars (less than 10 Myr old) and old stars (older than 10 Myr). It is clear the most important discontinuity occurs short of the Lyman limit (911.8Å), where intrinsic flux from young type O/B stars completely dominates. This limit is more typically used to determine the ionising flux (Orsi, et al. 2014 ) and is the default choice in ProSpect.
With this flux integral determined the next step is to redistribute this ionising flux across known significant emission features, making use of the standard ProSpect prescription to interpolate between the gridded value of Z and q available from the tables of LKL10. With the interpolated emission line fluxes estimated, the features are then attenuated by the same dust prescription as our continuum flux. In practice whilst this creates notable differences in the relative line levels (creating a simulated Balmer decrement) this has very little impact on the energy re-emitted in the FIR (typically a few percent at most for a reasonable SFH).
The final part of the emission line prescription is to broaden the lines by a desired velocity dispersion assuming a Normal distribution, with the default set to 50 km/s (similar to a typical velocity resolution in low resolution spectroscopic surveys, e.g. GAMA: Liske et al. 2015) . In principle, more complex mixtures of velocity profiles could be summed to create non-Normal line profiles, but this is left for future work.
Putting these steps together allows us to create realistic emission features that vary sensible as a function of the amount of ionising flux available ( Figure 17) , and with the gas phase metallicity (Figure 18 ). The computational cost of adding the emission features is notable, increasing a typical run by 50-100% to around 10 ms (with necessary data preloaded). The reason for the increased computational cost is evenly spread between the time spent creating the interpolated emission spectra, the splicing together with the continuum fluxes, and the increased processing expense caused by the higher resolution spectra (e.g. when passing the spectra through target filters etc).
ProSpect also includes the ability to scale the emission features via the classic Kennicutt (1998) relationship (K98 from here) that scales the strength of the Hα line with the star formation rate of stars younger than 10 Myrs. This is included for backwards compatibility with analysis done in this manner, but it cannot ensure proper energy balance, and obviously does not properly adapt the strength of the various features with metallicity (as seen by the varying relative strength of the dominant Hα line in Figure 18 ).
The impact of choosing the the UV absorption and reemission route to producing lines versus using the K98 implied SFR to Hα relationship is clear in Figure 19 , where over the domain of low to solar metallicity the K98 relationship would imply notably lower Hα compared to the energy balance method used by ProSpect by default. This finding is only very weakly sensitive to the star formation rate in question, suggesting that integrating the star formation rate only for stars younger than 10 Myrs is the appropriate temporal range to consider.
Varying the escape fraction with metallicity would naturally correct the main Hα prediction discrepancy (if that is desirable) since ProSpect is by default redistributing the luminosity of all flux below the Lyman limit across all of the emission lines. Escape fractions near 0.3 for metallicities below solar (Z < 0.02) would bring the methods into close agreement. Regardless, an Hα line prediction ratio of better than a factor of two across such a broad range of metallicity is encouraging given the assumptions and uncertainties implicit when scaling through either route.
USAGE
In the following we are leaving all dust and re-emission properties at their default ProSpect values (as discussed above) and include no AGN contribution. Also, unless otherwise stated, we use solar metallicity libraries (Z ∼ 0.02).
Simple and Interactive
As emphasised in the Methods Section, there are a large number of modes in which ProSpect can be used. As a starting point, we will generate different SFHs using the massfunc_p4 from above and see what impact these have on the output ProSpect SED for both the unattenuated and attenuated and re-processed light for the BC03 spectral library (which is the default used in ProSpect, and unless otherwise specified is the spectral library used in this paper). Figure 20 shows the respective SFH models and output SEDs generated with modifications made to the various m1 / m2 / m3 / m4 parameters only. In all cases we are producing exactly the same amount of stellar mass (10 10 M ). Using just this vanilla mode of ProSpect we can gener-ate a diverse range of SEDs, from extremely quiescent UV free galaxies with little FIR dust re-emission to vigorously star forming galaxies producing a significant component of hot MIR/FIR dust. It is also easy to see the slow increase in mass-to-light as we move to deader SFH models, with a Figure 19 . Comparison of implied Hα flux as a function of constant gas phase metallicity fro different SFHs (constant in blue, burst in purple) for the classic K98 relationship and that implied by the energy balance combining ProSpect with LKL10 assuming an escape fraction of 0. They agree best at the highest metallicities and are only weakly sensitive to the star formation rate, disagreeing by at worst by a factor ∼ 2. The implication of this is that star formation rates derived from the K98 relationship would be overestimated compared to ProSpect when using the Hα feature alone when the metallicity is low. Figure 21 . Comparison of BC03 and EMILES using four different burst SSP models that all produce 10 10 M of mass, where all other parameters are at their ProSpect defaults. It is noticeable that EMILES has a shorter spectral coverage, cutting out at around 2,000Å in the UV and 5 × 10 4Å in the NIR (causing the discontinuity seen in the EMILES spectrum at this point).
change of a factor ×10 in the g-band flux produced across all of our models. As expected, the mass-to-light variation is smaller in the NIR bands, but still factors of a few. With the various libraries and data pre-loaded, each of these full SEDs (with a large number of outputs not presented here) can be generated in around 5 ms on a fairly modern desktop computer, making it easy to interact with the ProSpect model in realtime when experimenting with SED generation and fitting. To further aid model exploration a GUI interface is included that allows users to directly interact with the main parameters that drive the SED for a simple multi-phase SFH (a restricted version of the massfunc_b5 function discussed in detail above). A web interface to this simple GUI is also made available 3 .
As mentioned in the Methods Section, ProSpect also includes the EMILES spectral library. This has advantages compared to BC03 in respect to the spectral resolution available, the modernity of the stellar atmospheres used and the metallicity coverage, however, it has notably smaller spectral coverage. This is apparent when comparing instantaneous burst SSPs of different ages at solar metallicity (Z ∼ 0.02), as shown in Figure 21 .
The two spectral libraries agree quite closely for 1 Gyr stellar populations, with only very smaller differences in the optical regime. However, there are clear differences in the other age SSPs. The youngest (0.1 Gyr, purple lines) differ throughout the optical and NIR and EMILES clearly has a sudden truncation around 2 × 10 2Å . This truncation means the integrated dust attenuated light differs markedly, and the amount of re-emitted FIR light changes by around a factor of two (with BC03 producing more flux for the same mass burst).
Less prominently, there are also large differences in the 5 and 10 Gyr SSPs at around 2 × 10 2Å , with Figure 22 . Redshift versus g−i observed frame colour for GAMA (grey scale density and points) and a variety of different SFHs (lines). It is clear we can reconstruct the main colour bimodality evolution, with some age and metallicity degeneracies evident. GAMA colours beyond the extrema lines shown here are not physically plausible, and are likely due to be photometry processing errors.
BC03 having a significant UV upturn produced by the inclusion of planetary nebulae in the SSP modelling (these are not included directly in EMILES). This difference has no notable impact on the re-emitted FIR properties however, with the BC03 and EMILES ProSpect models agreeing very closely beyond 10 5Å in the MIR. The end result of this comparison suggests some care and caveats are required when modelling very recent star formation (usually considered to be anything sub 0.1 Gyr), and when incorporating UV observational data in general. Since later fitting focuses on GAMA data that has observational photometry extending into the FUV (Liske et al. 2015) , we will concentrate our ongoing discussion on the BC03 spectral library since it better covers this regime.
With this in mind, we will generate a few simple star formation histories using BC03 for galaxies placed at different redshifts and compare the observed frame g − i to what we find in the GAMA survey (almost complete for galaxies with r < 19.8; Liske et al. 2015) . For this application we are leaving all dust and re-emission properties at their default ProSpect values (as discussed above) and include no AGN contribution. Also, we limit the star formation history so that stars can only form after a current lookback time of 13.8 Gyrs (i.e. they cannot form stars before the Universe began, no matter what redshift they are placed at). In all cases we are producing exactly the same amount of stellar mass (10 10 M ), but since we are only looking at photometric colours (a relative flux measurement) this is not an important factor. Figure 22 presents the same five SFHs as above, but now using three different fixed metallicities (Z = 0.0001/0.02/0.05). The main bimodality tracks are easily identified, with quenched (or deader) galaxies existing on the GAMA red sequence, and a mixture of SFHs contributing to the visibly broader blue cloud.
Interestingly, the general tracks for the blue cloud be-yond z = 0.3 are better described by very low metallicity quenched (or deader galaxies) rather than star forming galaxies. In GAMA, our galaxy selection means we are dominated by galaxies more massive than M * above z ∼ 0.3 (Taylor, et al. 2011 ), suggesting a fully quenched but low metallicity star formation scenario might explain this portion of the blue cloud evolution. Below z = 0.3 (dominated by galaxies less massive than M * ) the blue cloud track in GAMA tightens up, and is better described by ongoing (i.e. 'constant') star formation models. In the GAMA selection at no point are we significantly populated by bursting star formation, which is consistent with the picture that below z = 1 highly energetic star formation bursts are somewhat rare.
The main takeaway from this high level view of SED generation when compared to GAMA is that ProSpect is capable of generating a plausibly complete suite of colour distributions for moderate redshift galaxies. This suggests it is reasonable to assume ProSpect might serve as an informative SED fitting tool, at least in application to GAMA data. This will be explored in more detail later in this paper.
Application to Semi-Analytic Models of Galaxy Formation
It is simple to apply ProSpect to semi-analytic models of galaxy formation (SAMs). Typically we might expect a given SAM to produce a SFH and ZH, and both of these can be fed directly into ProSpect at the resolution they are generated (ideally a few hundred Myr temporal resolution). An example of just such an application is the Shark SAM that has been run on the SURFS suite of N-body simulations .
To aid the production of full SEDs from Shark a binding interface (Viperfish) was built that allows for the rapid generation of photometry from the HDF5 outputs generated by Shark. This binding interface works both on the individual snapshots (where galaxies within a given volume are at the same redshift / age) and lightcones generated by Stingray (where every galaxy is placed at unique redshift / age; Obreschkow et al., in prep) .
ProSpect can be run with suggested default dust parameters (which are reasonable local Universe fiducial values), but for more realistic SED generation, especially at high redshift, improvements to the outputs are possible by modifying dust properties in a physically motivated manner. To this end, radiative transfer modelling outputs from the EAGLE simulation where calibrated against the properties available in ProSpect (Trayford, et al. 2019) , allowing for more realistic dust attenuation and re-emission on a per galaxy basis. This improved modelling is discussed and applied extensively in , where we find that significant improvements to global galaxy photometry properties are achievable through such techniques, with better luminosity functions and colours generated at all redshifts. Ongoing work (Bravo et al., in prep) investigates the quality of galaxy colours as a function of stellar mass in detail. In brief, the agreement is generally excellent, but some there is some shift in the stellar mass g − i colour relationship which requires accounting for (this is discussed later in this paper).
Viperfish is very light interface to ProSpect, and it is simple for other SAMs to make use of ProSpect in a similar manner with relative ease. It also scales very well to big simulations since it can parallelise the generation of SEDs trivially, dealing with the book keeping complexities that occur even for embarrassingly parallel problems.
Application to Galaxy SED Fitting
ProSpect, by virtue of its fully generative nature, can be easily utilised for the problem of galaxy SED inference. Any parameters discussed to date can be used as part of this inference process, where the output of interest is always the posterior model samples. Since our ProSpect model will always be much simpler than a true galaxy, what we hope is that any parameters of interest are at least informative and useful, e.g. the current stellar mass remaining, star formation rate and metallicity. Other parameters are perhaps better viewed as nuisance parameters to be marginalised over (e.g. the interpretation of some of the dust modelling parameters should not be pushed too far). ProSpect has already been successfully used in this mode for recent work (e.g. Seymour et al., in press; Tiley et al., in prep) .
In this sub section we explore the impact of varying the photometric errors on the quality of the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) posterior sampling, and the impact of attempting to fit an incorrect model to a given star formation history. Throughout we use the Componentwise Hit And Run Metropolis (CHARM) MCMC algorithm that is included in the LaplacesDemon open source inference package available for Rthrough CRAN (as discussed in Robotham & Obreschkow 2015; Robotham et al. 2017 ).
Impact of Photometric Error
Even in the regime of knowing a-priori what star formation and metallicity model we should use to fit a given set of photometric data (impossible in reality) there is still the issue of photometric error. Clearly if the per-band error is smaller it should be possible to constrain a given model to better accuracy than if the error were significantly higherif this was not the case then there would be little need for deeper photometry.
To assess the broad impact of photometric error we refit the same intrinsic snorm_trunc model with four different grades of per band error: 0.001 mag (the best photometry you would typically see presented), 0.01 mag (typical of good quality photometry with no systematics or source confusion), 0.1 mag (typical of lightly blended photometry) and 0.5 mag (typical of the faintest sources in a given source extraction). The results of this experiment are shown in Figure  23 , where we see a trace plot of all posterior chain samples for each parameter for three of the different photometric errors (the 0.001 mag case is not shown here, because it is visually exactly on top of the input parameters).
In general the various posterior samples correctly explore the regime around the input parameters. This is especially true for the four star formation history parameters (the top four panels), where we only see large departures in the posterior samples when the photometric errors are 0.5 mag. The birth cloud parameters see the most departure in their posterior samples, which is largely down to the fact they contribute sub-dominant flux at all wavelengths in the Figure 23 . An example multi-parameter MCMC model fit where the true parameters are shown as the horizontal dashed black line in each panel. The coloured lines represent different errors applied to the generated photometry: 0.01 mag (blue), 0.1 mag (green) and 0.5 mag (red). Interestingly, model degeneracies mean that there is little to no improvement in the quality of the posterior samples when moving from 0.01 mag to 0.1 mag errors, but a marked degradation in quality for 0.5 mag errors. spectrum with the parameter set chosen here (low recent SFR).
It is notable that the implied total stellar mass is in general very well behaved. We computed the standard deviation in the logged stellar mass for each of the posterior distributions, and compared this to the input photometric error. Figure 24 shows the result of this, presenting excellent agreement between our expectation and recovery, where 0.4σ[mag] = σ[log 10 SM].
Even in the regime of choosing the correct model, the implication here is that 0.1 mag error or better photometry is required to remove highly erroneous posterior samples for our dust properties, although interestingly the implied star formation history and the final stellar mass are more robust. Assuming no systematic issues in the photometry and the correct model selection, we can assume to measure stellar mass no better than 0.4σ[mag] dex. If posterior sampling implied worse error than this, the assumption can be drawn that we are either not capturing the true photometric error (there are other systematics present not represented in the stated errors) and/or we are mis-specifying the model. The issue of model mis-specification is a serious one, since it is largely undetectable via our model inversion. Strictly, Bayesian techniques can only inform you of the best parameter choice for a given model, but not whether than model is correct (or 'better'). Even popular techniques such as the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) and the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) are only qualitatively useful in this regard, and real data often fails many of the deep assumptions required to apply them meaningfully. In the next sub-Sections we will deliberately mis-specify the model being used for both an idealised model and for one generated from semi-analytic models (with its much noisier and complex star-formation history).
Fitting Mis-Specified Model
To test the impact of a slightly mis-specified model, we first create an SED for a snorm_trunc star formation model with a linearly growing metallicity history (massmap lin). The dust parameters are fixed to default values for this test. The result of fitting the generated photometry with 0.1 mag errors with the correct model is shown in Figure 25 , where we focus on the implied star formation history (top panel) and metallicity history (bottom panel). The best fit recovered is almost exactly the same as in the input (as expected), whilst the posterior samples and the resultant expectation show more complex biases. The implied peak is not as sharp, and the shape of the truncation is somewhat different.
To ascertain the minimal impact of mis-specifying the model, we redo this fit, but using the snorm star formation model, i.e. there is now no guaranteed truncation of the star formation rate at early times (everything else is the As should be expected, the posterior samples are highly converged for recent times, but display larger uncertainty for the most ancient periods of star formation. However, the expectation of the samples proves to be a good representation of the true star formation history. same). The result of fitting this slightly mis-specified model is shown in Figure 26 . The resultant implied star formation history is much flatter than the input, and the chains are clearly less well converged at early times (there is a lot of variation between samples). We see a systematically less pronounced peak in the star formation rate, and due to the lack of truncation we see much higher star formation rates in the very early Universe. In fact for some samples the peak of the star formation history is the Big Bang. Figure 27 shows the inferred stellar mass distribution for the correct model specification shown in Figure 25 (red line) and the incorrect model specification shown in Figure  26 . Both agree within the stated confidence intervals, which is encouraging for making use of any inferred stellar masses. In this case the mis-specified model is biased slightly lower and has a 35% broader distribution in stellar mass samples.
In this case we have not attempted to fit for the dust parameters, which in practice can form complex degeneracies with the star formation history parameters. These degeneracies will typically act to increase the spread in any posterior sampling of the stellar mass, but they can also systematically bias the stellar mass, e.g. increasing the amount of dust will mimic the effect of forming fewer recent stars (making the SED redder). Since mean stellar age, metallicity evolution and dust all have an impact on the M/L of an SED fit, how these combine can be extremely complex in practice. In other words, mis-specifying the model can produce either systematically small or large stellar masses. Figure 25 is that here we use the non-truncated form of the snorm model. As such the sampling struggles to reproduce the sharp rise in the initial star formation rate, creating a much flatter star formation history than input. 
Fitting Simulated Galaxies from Semi-Analytic Models
As mentioned above, ProSpect has already been used to create realistic multi-band SEDs for Shark. Given the star formation and metallicity evolution in Shark galaxies is highly complex, much more so than any of the simple pa-rameterisations discussed in Section 2.1 and 2.2, it is instructive to test how well we can recover galaxy properties using ProSpect model inversion.
For the purposes of this test we extracted 571 Shark galaxies from the light cone presented in with an apparent magnitude limit of r < 19.8 (which is the limit of the GAMA survey; Liske et al. 2015) . These galaxies span stellar masses from 10 9 -10 12 M , and have physically calibrated dust sampling properties, as outlined in and Trayford, et al. (2019) . For these tests we applied a 0.1 mag error to all bands, simulating good quality but not exceptional high S/N data.
To these data we fit a snorm_trunc star formation history model with a closed box metallicity evolution, with free parameters for all of the galaxy dust properties. This makes the fitting process similar to what we would likely apply to real galaxy data, where it would not be reasonable to fix any of the dust properties. For a reference we fit a exp_burst SFH with a constant (but free) metallicity to the same data, mimicking the more typical parameterisation used in other codes (da Cunha, Charlot & Elbaz 2008; Taylor, et al. 2011) .
To achieve a reasonable inversion we run our MCMC sampler using CHARM and 10 4 samples, taking around 20 minutes per galaxy on a single core. Better parameter exploration is certainly possible with more posterior samples, or even possibly a different sampler (e.g. Hamiltonian Monte Carlo or No-U-Turns Sampling), however in preliminary test CHARM appeared to be particularly well suited to the class of problem being tackled here.
Some example SFH and ZH inversions are shown in Figure 28 (additional fits are shown in Appendix B Figure B1 ). It is clear that whilst it is not possible to capture fine detail in the SFH or ZH, e.g. extreme bursts etc, the general smoothed form is certainly recoverable with our combination of snorm_trunc model. This was less clearly expected with the metallicity evolution, where in detail a closed box model with a free gas fraction does not capture all the complex inflows and outflows that are allowed to occur in Shark. In fact, it strongly suggests that a closed box model does a reasonable job of capturing the longer term trends of metallicity evolution, smoothing over very violent discontinuities in the history.
These fits were also made using the linear CDF mapping form of the ZH. The results of these fits were extremely similar to the closed box treatment, which is perhaps not surprising given the similarity of the two seen in Figure 14 . For future fitting purposes either of the two metallicity treatments are likely to be reasonable, assuming the Zfinal parameter is left free to be fit. Figure 28 also shows the result of using the exp_burst model. This is clearly much more restrictive, and adds spurious sharp features not present in the simulated SFHs. The ZH behaves as you might expect, settling on a value that is roughly the mean experienced over the star formation period of the galaxy. For this reason such a fitting approach is much closer to reflecting observed stellar metallicity, since this is what it reflects in principle.
By stacking all of these individual SFHs, we can get an idea of how biased we are when inferring SFHs for a large range of galaxy types. This is shown in Figure 29 , where we see a shape similar to the classic cosmic SFH (CSFH; see ). In general the average form of the CSFH for a large range of galaxies covering two dex in stellar mass is well recovered in ProSpect using snorm_trunc.
The sharp peak at 9 Gyr is not as strongly defined, but the locus is in the same position. The tail to more ancient star formation does not drop off quite as steeply in ProSpect either, suggesting our simple parameterisation of the SFH might not perfectly capture the manner of the truncation (or rather build up) at ancient epochs. This could be improved by adjusting the strength of the truncation in ProSpect, or potentially even fitting for the truncation, but this is beyond the scope of this work. In general it should be noted that it is incredibly difficult to distinguish such ancient stellar populations since their colours are nearly identical, and they differ only in M/L. ProSpect suggests that a more phys-ically motivated manner of SFH and ZH parameterisation are the best route to successfully inferring such epochs.
In Figure 29 we also see how the stack of exp_burst SFHs compares to the input model and our preferred snorm_trunc SFH. We find it is significantly biased to forming stars at younger ages compared to the known input, and does a systematically worse job of recovering the SFH (differing in conclusion from Mitchell, et al. 2013) . Given that a key requirement of an SFH parameterisation should be that it can recover the global SFH without undue bias, this Figure strongly demonstrates that we should prefer a snorm_trunc SFH model with a physically coupled (either closed box or linearly mapped) ZH.
As well as inspecting some individually recovered SFHs and ZHs, we can check how well we recover the vari- ous inferred parameters of most interest for our preferred snorm_trunc SFH model: stellar mass and Z gas . Figure 30 is a summary of this recovery, showing how the stellar mass and Z gas found through ProSpect snorm_trunc inversion compared to the intrinsic properties known from Shark. The medians of these distributions are both very close to 1, showing excellent recovery. In the case of stellar mass, we see a 0.1 dex 1σ spread in the stellar mass, which is comparable to many other stated literature levels (e.g. Bell & de Jong 2001; Taylor, et al. 2011) . For reference the exp_burst SFH model displays nearer to 0.15 dex 1σ spread in the stellar mass recovered, again giving preference to using a snorm_trunc SFH model. Broadly similar uncertainties were seen even when reducing the photometric error to 0.01 mag, suggesting this error should be interpreted as modelling error. As such, this 0.1 dex error in stellar mass is really an absolute best case scenario. In practice a real galaxy will have a more complicated dust attenuation and re-emission behaviour, and will not be perfectly modelled by a CF00 and D14 dust model. Even our multi-component model is highly simplified, and is attempting to apply a single best effort global behaviour to a phenomenon that is highly local. On top of this we are applying a single stellar population library (BC03 in this case) with a fixed IMF (C03), which only partially samples the full range of plausible star formation metallicity. Any stellar population library is also having to bolt together stellar isochrones (or similar) with stellar atmospheres, where the latter in particular are not well understood over all parameter space (observationally or theoretically). It is also not definitively known to what degree IMF may vary over cosmic time as a function of metallicity and star formation rate. Putting these parts together the suggested uncertainty of 0.1 dex should be considered a very optimistic lower limit on the stellar mass, since just imperfect modelling of the non-smooth SFH and ZH produce this component of the error budget. This a more pessimistic view than that pre- sented in recent literature (e.g. Taylor, et al. 2011 ), but it is hard to reason how the error in stellar mass in any typical galaxy sample could be less than this given the diversity in formation scenarios that we now predict.
MINIMAL PHOTOMETRIC STELLAR MASSES
Using light cones generated with Shark as part of the analysis of , we can use the combination of a physically motivated SAM and ProSpect to create a new set of best-effort two or three band stellar mass predictors using optical and near infrared colours. The main motivation for such a set of predictors would be to produce efficient but reasonably accurate stellar masses in the regime where full SED fitting with ProSpect is not possible, i.e. when we have very few available bands of observation.
In the analysis of and Bravo et al. (in prep) we find Shark and ProSpect combined does an excellent job of recovering known luminosity and colour distribution out to z ∼ 1.5, so for this reason we limit our new stellar mass calibrations to work within this regime. One caveat is Bravo et al. (in prep) find a ∼ 0.3 dex shift in the stellar mass colour distribution in Shark compared to GAMA, where Shark galaxies are too massive for their g −i colour distribution. To account for this colour shift we apply a 0.3 dex adjustment to all Shark stellar masses. For clarity, all stellar mass predictors discussed below are producing remaining stellar mass (not formed). 
Shark Derived Observed Frame Apparent Magnitude Stellar Masses
For high utility, we first create a set of stellar mass predictors using only observed frame quantities. We limit the analysis to g − i and g − r colours, and two colour predictors with the short filter fixed to g and the long filter set to r or longer. The advantage of such a calibration is that potentially complex k (filter transform), e (evolution) and d (dust) corrections can be ignored by the user since these are all incorporated into the representative Shark model generated. These predictors will not be as good as the fully k corrected rest frame absolute magnitude predictors discussed in the next Section, but in many cases they are still usefully accurate within the specified redshift range. We parameterise the functional form of our predictor as follows:
log 10 (M/M ) = α(B − µ − 5 log 10 h) + βC + γ log 10 (z) + δ ± σ, (2) where B refers to a target observed frame apparent magnitude, C refers to a target observed frame colour, µ is the usual distance modulus calculated with our preferred h (where h = H 0 /100km/s/Mpc, as per normal), and α, β, γ, δ and σ are all terms to be fit using HyperFit.
When attempting each fit combination, the upper redshift limit is modified to ensure the expected scatter on the predictor remains under 0.3 dex (considered a reasonable maximum level of desirable stellar mass uncertainty). In some cases we are able to return a good predictor across the entire 0 < z < 1.5 range we are exploring in this work, but others are limited to 0 < z < 1.0 and 0 < z < 0.5. Care must be taken if extending any of the predictors beyond these specified ranges. To do the fitting we randomly extract 10 4 galaxies in 0.5 dex bins between 10 8 and 10 12 M using the cone presented in with a Y< 23 selection, ensuring we achieve excellent stellar masses throughout a broad range of redshift and stellar mass.
Tables 1, 2 and 3 present the formula coefficients for the optimal observed frame apparent magnitude g − i, g − r, and two band fits respectively. The best g − i fit (producing the least stellar mass predicted scatter, σ) uses the W1 bands for B, although the Ks, W2 and S1 photometry is almost as successful at recovering approximate stellar mass. In these 0.301 0.152 1.5 W2 (g-W2) -0.419 0.090 -1.619 0.494 0.174 1.5 S1
(g-S1) -0.425 0.077 -1.541 0.240 0.159 1.5 S2
(g-S2) -0.421 0.087 -1.624 0.422 0.175 1.5 cases we achieve close to 0.16 dex scatter in stellar mass, which compares to 0.1 dex when using the full ProSpect fitting machinery. The best full redshift range g − r fit also uses W1 for the B reference photometry, with W2 and S1 close behind. We also find excellent recovery using z and Y, but this is over a substantially more restrictive redshift range of utility (0 < z < 0.5).
The optimal two band stellar mass recovery is perhaps of most practical utility since it requires much less data to be collected. The only reasonable purely optical recovery uses z for B, but this has the worst stellar mass scatter by some margin (0.27 dex). We find substantial improvement when switching the B choice to one of the NIR filters, in particular Ks, which produces only 0.14 dex of scatter over the entire redshift range. Not much worse than this is using W1 for B, where the scatter increases to 0.15 dex. Given the all sky coverage available for WISE, this suggests that reasonable stellar masses can be generated by simply the addition of optical g band data, with no additional need for k, e or d corrections from 0 < z < 1.5.
Shark Derived Rest Frame Absolute Magnitude Stellar Masses
For optimal stellar masses, we next create a set of stellar mass predictors using rest frame quantities. We limit the analysis to g − i and g − r colours, and two colour predictors with the short filter fixed to g and the long filter set to z or longer. Since we are now using rest frame absolute magnitudes, the user must be careful to apply the proper k corrections to their data, however e and d corrections are still unnecessary and are captured by our Shark generative modelling and HyperFitfitting. We parameterise the functional form of our predictor as follows:
where B refers to a target rest frame absolute magnitude, C refers to a target absolute frame colour, and α, β, γ, δ and σ are all terms to be fit using HyperFit. Tables 4, 5 and 6 present the formula coefficients for the optimal rest frame absolute magnitude g − i, g − r, and two band fits respectively. As should be expected given the additional effort required to estimate true rest frame absolute magnitudes (effectively part of what ProSpect does internally when fitting SEDs), the quality of the stellar mass recovery is improved throughout. The best g−i recovery uses Ks for B, and here we find close to 0.11 dex scatter. Many of the other bands produce similarly good stellar masses, which should be expected since there is no strong k correction effect undermining the conversion of apparent to ab- 0.142 -0.691 0.896 0.163 1.5 W2 (g-W2) -0.502 -0.085 -1.254 -0.778 0.249 1.5 S1
(g-S1) -0.426 0.107 -0.761 0.708 0.174 1.5 S2
(g-S2) -0.462 0.019 -1.007 0.113 0.211 1.5 solute magnitudes (this effectively limits which bands will produce reasonable observed frame stellar masses). For g − r based stellar masses, the preference is to use the slightly shorter H band photometry for B. The optimal two band stellar mass recovery has changed significantly from the observed frame fits. We now find that Y, J, H and Ks are the preferable B selection, all producing similar to 0.11 dex of scatter. The z band also produces excellent results, as do the i and r bands (available in Tables 4 and 5).
It is notable that for z < 0.1 the absolute magnitude scalings are likely to be preferable, even with no explicit k correction. This is because the k corrections in this regime are fairly small and the systematics created by imperfectly modelling the stellar masses using just the apparent magnitudes will dominate.
APPLICATION TO GAMA
ProSpect has already been applied to small samples of galaxies in various literature (Seymour et al., in prep; Tiley et al., in prep) . Our first application to a large sample uses data from the GAMA survey. This has recently been reprocessed with ProFound to produce improved 21 band photometry covering the UV to the FIR (Bellstedt et al, in prep), so it is an ideal data set for ProSpect. GAMA also offers an excellent comparison set for our new stellar mass estimates, since we already have high quality estimates from Taylor, et al. (2011) and MagPhys (da Cunha, Charlot & Elbaz 2008; Driver, et al. 2016) .
A complication to the above is that both the Taylor, et al. (2011) and MagPhys derived stellar masses were generated using GAMA's LAMBDAR based photometry (Wright et al. 2016) , and we are moving to ProFound photometry for our final data release. To properly capture the source of potential differences we ran ProSpect on a z < 0.06 sample of GAMA using both LAMBDAR and ProFound photometry. This means we can assess the degree to which any stellar mass variation is due to the different source photometry versus different stellar mass estimation software. There is no serious bias seen as a function of the stellar mass, and the median scatter is 0.17 dex. The scatter grows as we move to lower stellar mass systems, where the photometry has larger errors and will vary more between ProFound and LAMBDAR.
Impact of Using ProFound and LAMBDAR Photometry with ProSpect
The first test was to compare running identical setups of ProSpect on ProFound and LAMBDAR processed photometry using all GAMA galaxies with z < 0.06 (8,712 in total) . For this analysis the input pixel data processed by Pro-Found and LAMBDAR were nearly identical, but there have been small updates to the input data since Wright et al. (2016) which will be discussed in detail in Bellstedt et al., in prep. The comparison of these stellar mass estimates is shown in Figure 31 . We find no significant bias in the stellar mass estimates as a function of stellar mass, and a decrease in scatter from ∼ 0.2 dex to ∼ 0.1 dex as we move to brighter photometry and more massive stellar masses. The scatter of 0.1 dex puts a sensible lower limit on the stellar mass error even when assuming ProSpect is using the correct model. This is reflected in the posterior samples of the stellar mass formed during the CHARM MCMC process, where we find a median stellar mass uncertainty of 0.12 dex.
Running Different Software on LAMBDAR Photometry
The next comparison we made was comparing the stellar mass estimates when we run ProSpect on the exact same LAMBDAR photometry as previously published work (Taylor, et al. 2011; Driver, et al. 2016) . This is shown in Figure  32 . We see a difference between ProSpect and both previously published efforts, where ProSpect finds consistently more massive galaxies. All data sets are consistent within the scatter and stated stellar mass errors however. There is the least difference, and smallest scatter, compared to Taylor, et al. (2011), which is interesting because ProSpect is Taylor, et al. 2011, respectively) . The median offset to MagPhys is 0.15 dex with 0.14 dex scatter, and the median offset to Taylor is 0.06 dex with 0.13 dex scatter. This means the different codes are broadly consistent within their expected scatter, but ProSpect returns systematically more massive galaxies when using the exact same input data.
conceptually more similar to MagPhys in regards to how stellar masses are inferred. The obvious explanation for the different is that ProSpect is tending to form more older stars to produce the same amount of light, an effect we noticed when switching SFH models with Shark in Figure 29 . Since ProSpect has more flexibility with its SHF and ZH modelling, we would advocate that ProSpect is recovering better stellar mass estimates on average. A full investigation of the implied SFH and ZH recovered in GAMA with our new ProSpect inversions is left for Bellstedt et al., in prep.
Final Stellar Mass Comparison
Since the final stellar masses for GAMA will be based on ProSpect fits run on ProFound photometry, it is instructive to make a final comparison of this against the most recent efforts run on LAMBDAR. For this test we were able to use more computing resources to increase the sample size to all GAMA galaxies with z < 0.1 The results of this comparison is shown in Figure 33 .
The median biases are slightly larger for Figure 33 than we saw for Figure 32 , and the scatter has also increased for MagPhys and is almost the same for Taylor, et al. (2011) . The stellar masses returned by ProSpect are still consistently larger than the two current sets of GAMA stellar masses. Broadly speaking, the stellar masses extracted even when switching both photometry and approach are still in excellent agreement.
GAMA Derived Observed Frame Apparent Magnitude Stellar Masses
Given we now have full ProSpect derived stellar masses, it is trivial to also derive essentially entirely observational approximate stellar mass functions in a similar manner to Section 4. The caveats to this are that we are more limited in redshift coverage (GAMA has few galaxies beyond z ∼ 0.5) and magnitude range (r < 19.8).
Using a similar methodology to above, we derive new observed frame apparent magnitude based corrections using Equation 2. Since we are now using observational data, we also pass into HyperFit the fully propagated expected errors for all of the observables (including the inferred uncertainty in the ProSpect derived mass). As such the scatter term (]sigma) is effectively the additional stellar mass uncertainty we are adding on top of the prospect uncertainty, which is typically around 0.1 dex for the GAMA sample.
The key parameters from this fitting process are listed in Table 7 . These numbers show small differences in prediction from the earlier Shark derived relationships depending on the precise stellar mass and redshift of interest. There are likely to be complex reasons for these implied parameter variations. Amongst these are the fact that the GAMA data has observational error that is not present in our Shark approximation, the ProSpect model is in detail imperfect and could be differing systematically from the true SFH and ZH model (biasing these approximations in non-linear ways), and the Shark model is also imperfect in representing the true complexity of galaxy formation. Figure 34 compares Shark derived and GAMA derived approximate photometric predictions for observed frame apparent magnitudes, where in both cases we use the Ks & g −i fits. The agreement is very good, suggesting that our Shark approximations work well in practice.
Whether an end user should prefer the combination of a SAM (Shark) and ProSpect photometry to derive these stellar mass calibrations (with certain stellar masses), or observational data (GAMA) with ProSpect used to infer the true stellar masses is open for debate. Over large redshift ranges (z > 0.5) and for faint sources (r > 19.8) the Shark derived calibrations should certainly be preferred. But at lower redshifts (z < 0.5) and for brighter sources (r < 19.8) the GAMA derived calibration is likely to be preferable. Using both methods will capture some degree of the imperfect nature of the process of deriving stellar masses. Indeed, using both calibration routes with all available photometric approximations should capture the uncertainty of a given stellar mass estimate for a single source. If the known flux errors are also folded in using a Monte Carlo method, then plausible uncertainties should be obtainable.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented ProSpect, a new spectral energy distribution generation and inversion code. In brief it has the following characteristics:
• contains the full BC03 (Bruzual & Charlot 2003) and EMILES (Vazdekis, et al. 2016 ) spectral libraries, organised in a consistent and memory efficient manner;
• produces intrinsic SEDs for a range of built in star formation histories and metallicity histories. It is also straightforward to add user defined functions as long as certain requirements on the functional inputs and outputs are met;
• has an energy balance model for dust, using a Charlot & Fall (2000) model for the attenuation and the Dale, et al. (2014) template set for re-emission in the far infrared;
• can produce a simple AGN model that incorporates dust self attenuation due to the presence of a local hot torus;
• can produce internally consistent (via energy balance) emission features that vary with metallicity.
When working in a purely generative mode (the original design goal of the project), ProSpect is well suited to processing the outputs of simulations. It has already been applied to the semi-analytic galaxy formation Shark , and has also been applied to the generation of photometry from hydrodynamical simulations (Harbourne et al., in prep.) . When applying ProSpect to Shark we used a simple treatment for dust in galaxies by sampling from the CF00 parameter distributions recovered in Trayford, et al. (2019) . The result of this work was the generation of high quality luminosity functions spanning the ultra-violet through to the far-infrared, suggesting that in broad terms Shark and ProSpect are creating galaxy star formation and metallicity histories that are compatible with the real Universe (see Lagos, et al. 2019, for details) .
ProSpect can also be used as a Bayesian generative modelling tool, allowing for the inversion of all dust and star formation history related parameters (usually around a dozen). Any sampler available to the R eco-system can be used to do this inversion (potentially hundreds), with this work making extensive use of the CMA genetic algorithm package and the LaplacesDemon optimisation and MCMC package (specifically, the CHARM MCMC algorithm).
Given the reasonable re-creation of galaxy luminosity functions, it was instructive to use ProSpect in an inversion parameter inference mode to test how well the complex star formation and metallicity history of Shark galaxies can be recovered. In general, whilst the fine discontinuous detail of a given star formation history could not be perfectly recovered, the temporally smoothed trends and shapes can be well recovered. The main limitation to this process will likely be the quality of the sampler chosen (where we used CHARM) and the number of effective samples made.
An important result of this fitting work was noting that the snorm_trunc and closed box metallicity evolution do a reasonable job of extracting the SFH and ZH in an average sense. Whilst they are not perfect, they broadly capture the wide range of galaxy formation seen in Shark, which is a good indication that they might also be informative at providing parameter inference for real observations. In particular, we note that the metallicity evolution is much nearer to closed box than the simple fixed, constant or linearly evolving models that have often been used in previous literature work. We also find that using a simple exponentially declining SFH is highly biased compared to the more physically plausible snorm_trunc model used here. We strongly advocate that any similar SED inversion codes should also encode such closed-box metallicity histories in order to better overcome potentially serious biases produced in the inferred SFHs due to highly erroneous ZHs.
Finally, we present the first ProSpect fits to the final set of GAMA photometry. These produce systematically different stellar masses compared to previous GAMA results using Taylor, et al. (2011) and MagPhys. Ultimately, this appears to be largely due to the new more complex form of the star formation history being used, allowing star formation to occur at systematically more ancient epochs. This corresponding increase in M/L for older stellar populations naturally gives rise to more massive galaxies.
Given the tests conducted with Shark galaxies, we suggest that the new masses and related parameters are more robust using ProSpect, and these will form on of the core outputs of the final GAMA data release (Robotham et al., in prep.) . The star formation histories extracted from GAMA galaxies using ProSpect will be discussed in extensive detail in upcoming work (Bellstedt et al., in prep.) . 
